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lì 

This invention ̀ relatesto domestic appliances, 
and more particularly to domestic washing ma 
chines or the like. 

Aniobject of this` invention is to provide mech 
anism». capable of imparting a vacuumA and a 
super-atmospheric pressure. alternatively in the 
casing ot the Washing .machine or the like,.which 
mechanism is` automatically lubricated- by liquid 
trapped in' the` mechanism. 
Another object of. this. invention is to provide a 

pump-structure for imparting avacuum or super 
atmospheric pressure alternatively in a washing 
machine or the like,A which pump structure is 
adapted to- arrest a portion of liquid, for use in 
lubricating the pumping mechanism Within such 
a structure. 

ì Further objects. and advantages of the present 
invention will be apparent from- the following 
description, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings, wherein a preferred form of 
the present invention is clearly shown. 

lin the drawings: 
Fig. l- is a diagrammatic representationv ofV the 

pump structure and. ar washing machine; 
Fig. 2 is a partial view of the mechanism shown 

in Fig. l, with the rotor of thepuinp.reversed; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the pump struc 

ture shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional View takenalong the 

line 4--4 of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is a top View of the mechanism shown 

in Fig. 3. With the cover removed; 
Figs. 6v and '7 show modilìed> forms of pump 

cylinder structures; 
Fig. 8 showsV the optional use of a check` valve 

inthe pump structure; 
Fig. 9 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a 

rotary seal suitable for use with the Washing~ma 
chine;v 

Fig. 10 is a cross-section along the line III-ill 
of- Fig. 9; and 

Fig. l1 is an elevation, and Fig. 12 across 
section, along the line I2-I2 of a modified form. 
According to this invention. a_ casing,_ or Wash 

ing machine. l0 is adapted to have vacuum and 
super-atmospheric pressure alternatively. impart 
ed thereto. By way of example, the Washing 
machine may. be of. theV character disclosed in my 
copending application` S. N. 34,038, ñled', June 19, 
1948, for Washing Machines. The washing ma 
chine I0 may be provided with a flexibler dia 
phragm II' secured to the casing I0. A pipe I2. is 
provided to supply water to the casing. A hinged 
cover I3 may be provided fory inserting and re 
moving4 clothes. The casing; i0 is adapted to be 
rotated around the axis I4, I4' to impart. a tum 
bling action to the liquid and clothes inthe cas 
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`the chamber 25. 

ing. A, drain l5 is eonnected'to me4 ¿eineL fo, 
>and" is adaptedV to rotate ’therewithv The pipes 

I-2 and I5 are provided with rotating` seals. Iî6"'t'o 
allowrelative rotation. The. drain I5y i’s. con 
nected to.V the pipeV Il leading. to the pump struc. 
ture I8.: The drainY I5 rotates~ past thel'ow point 
in casing I9 at eachrevolution, and> thus is adapt 
ed to empty the casing by repeated` travel'. past 
thislowV point. A pipe ISI is provided’forsupply 
ing hot and cold. water from the ValveI structure 
2D into the casing. I0 through. pipe, I 2'.. An. outi 
Wardly directed, spring-pressed, check valve ZTI 
is provided to allow excess. air to escape when 
super-atmospheric pressure is producedA in the 
casing I0. The portion Ilià` of' the casing, isperi 
forated suiiiciently to allow atmospheric air to 
enter and exert its pressure on the. diaphragm II, 
to collapse it‘against the clothes-When a vacuum 
.is produced in the casing.. 

The pumpy structure I8 .may include first and 
second upper chambers 22 and> 23 which are sepa 
rated by a vertical wall; 24.. These chambers are 
connected» at their lower ends, andi at separate 
points 26 and 2'I,v with a horizontally disposed, 
generally cylindrical, lower chamber 25.' The 
connections between this chamber 25 and the 
chambers 22 »and.23 are throughopenings 2B and 
2.1 respectively which are formed) on eitheríside 
ofthe abutment. wall 28 at the upper portion of 

A pipe or conduit 29'is con 
nected .to the upper portion ofthe chamber 23‘ at 
oney end, and is adapted toA have its' other end 30 
hung over the rim of astationary tub or the like 
3 I- at a level higher than. the normalworking fluid 
level> 32Y within the washing machine. 
A reversible pump piston or rotor 33 is mounted 

on the horizontal shaft 34 andv preferably is pro' 
vided with iiexible fingers or blades 35i This 
rotor may have its outer body and fingersv made of ' 
iiexible material, such as of rubber, either‘natural 
or synthetic, or of, any other rubber-like com 
pounds noW well known. Between the flngersîä, 
smaller knobs or beads 36. are provided', which 
tend to reduce the area.. between tiwo lsuccessive 
fingers, when the lingers pass the abutment 28. 
rI'his producesa pumping action,> due to ther de 
creased area between" the'ñngers at this: point; 
Preferably the cross-sectional' areas of the 

pipes. I1 and 29 are smaller' than the cross-sec 
tional areas respectively of the chambers 2v2 and 
23. The construction is Ysuchè that, when a mii( 
ture of gas and liquid is being pumped by the 
rotor 33, a certain amount of' liquid isltrapped 
inf-one or the- other o1"l chambers 212l or 23,~while 
the excess liquid is forced out the pipe 29'.: A`=s 
'shown in- Fig. 3; the rotor v33'isrotating'clock 
wise, and: pumping gas (air)i 'through the* body 
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of liquid whose level is indicated at 40, the air 
being indicated by bubbles 4|, which in actual 
use produce more turbulence than is diagram 
matically indicated at 4|. The gas continues 
through the pipe 29. A small amount of liquid 
passes with the fingers 35 past the abutment 28, 
and helps to maintain the pump structure cooled 
and lubricated. Should the rotor 33 of Fig. 3 be 
reversed, the liquid in chamber 23 will be trans 
ferred to chamber 22, and will reach a level 42 
somewhat lower than level 48, since the cham 
ber 22 is larger than chamber 23. This will per 
mit the pump to pump air through the pipe I1 
into the casing I0 without sending any liquid 
into the chamber I0 to wet the clothes therein. 
The condition shown in Fig. 2 occurs when wa 
ter is maintained in casing IG to wash the 
clothes, while the condition shown in Fig. 3 oc 
curs when the clothes are dried. 

In the embodiment shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the 
chamber 25 is substantially circular in cross 
section, with the rotor shaft 34 at the center of 
the circle. The chamber 25 is provided with an 
oii‘set abutment 28, which produces the pump 
ing action. In the modiñcation shown in Fig. 6, 
the chamber 25a is somewhat elliptical, and the 
rotor 33a rotates about an axis nearer the up 
per portion of the chamber 25a. In Fig. 7 the 
lower half of chamber 25h is semi-circular, with 
its radius about the point 58. The upper por 
tion of the chamber 25h may be circular, with 
a much larger radius, with its center below the 
point 58. The shaft 34h has its center above 
the point 50 and produces a compressing action, 
as the fingers 35h pass around the upper portion 
of the chamber 2522. 

In the modification shown in Fig. 8, a check 
valve 5| is placed between the chambers 22e 
and 23c. This check valve is spring-pressed a 
suflicient amount to impart the desired super 
atmospheric pressure within the casing I9. If 
a check valve 5| is used, as shown in Fig. 8, then 
the check valve 2|, shown in Fig. 1, may be 
omitted, if desired. 
The rotary seals indicated at I6 in Fig. 1 may 

be of the construction shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
The pipes I5 and I1 of Fig. 1 for example, may 

be threaded on threads 80 and 6I respectively. 
The thread 68 is formed on a cylindrical ñx 
ture 62. 'I‘his ñxture has a smooth internal bore 
63, and terminating in a flange B4. The fixture 
82 has a smooth plane surface 65 adjacent the 
ñange 64. A bearing ring 66, of self lubricating 
bearing metal composition, is placed over the 
_ñxture 62 and extends over the flange 64 at 61. 

Another ñxture 68 carries the thread BI and 
is also provided with a smooth internal bore 69. 
This fixture terminates in a flange 18 which has 

The extension 1| is 
externally threaded at 12. The flange 10 is pro 
vided with a smooth plane surface 13, in which 
an annular notch 14 is formed. 
A rubber-like ring 15, of neoprene or the like, 

is placed in the notch 14, and thereafter the 
clamping ring 18 is threaded on threads 12. The 
ring 16 is provided with inward flange 11 which 
locks the bearing ring 66 in place. The ring 68, 
in turn, locks the fixture 82 in place by its ac 
tion on ñange 64. The action of ring 16 also 
compresses the rubber-like ring 15 slightly to 
make a water-tight construction at this point. 
A locking screw 18 holds the ring 16 in proper 
adjustment. 

It is to be noted that the bearing ring 66 as 
sumes all the bearing strains of the seal, while 
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4 
the rubber-like ring 15 assumes all of the seal 
ing functions. This produces a simple and ef 
iicient rotating seal, particularly adapted for use 
in a washing machine of the character herein 
disclosed. 
In the operation of the machine, the cover I3 

is opened preferably while it is at its upper p0 
sition of travel, and clothes and detergent are 
inserted in casing III. The cover I3 is then 
closed. Water of the desired temperature is ad 
mitted through the pipe line I9 by the operation 
of the valve structure 20, which mixes hot and 
cold waters from the usual supply pipes. liquid 
is inserted approximately to the level 32. The 
casing I8 is then rotated in one direction, by 
belts (not shown) which are also connected to 
the pump rotor 33. At this time the rotor 33 ro 
tates counterclockwise, as shown in Fig. 2, and 
pumps a certain amount of air into the casing 
I0 and maintains it at a slightly super-atmos 
pheric pressure. The excess air flows out past 
check valve 2|. This maintains the diaphragm 
II in the position shown in Fig. 1, distended 
against the wall Ica.. The water and clothes 
are tumbled by suitable bafiles 35 in the casing 
|8. After a suitable time, the rotation of the 
casing I0 and rotor 33 are reversed, causing the 
water to be pumped out of the casing III and to 
be discharged into the stationary tub 3|, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The pumping of liquid continues until 
the casing I0 is emptied, it being noted that the 
pipe I6 rotates repeatedly past the lowest portion 
of the casing I0 to completely empty the water. 
Thereafter continued rotation pumps out the air 
remaining in the casing I0, the air bubbling 
through the liquid trapped in the chamber 23, 
as shown in Fig. 3, and is discharged through 
the pipe 29. This action imparts a vacuum 
within the chamber I8, and causes the diaphragm 
|| to be pressed against the clothes to squeeze 
them dry. After the drying or squeezing action 
has proceeded a sufficient length of time, rota 
tion is again reversed, to pump a certain amount 
of air into the casing I8, to break the vacuum 
therein, and to force the diaphragm II to its 
distended position. At the time of this reversal, 
the liquid in casing I0 is transferred from cham 
ber 23 to the dotted position 42 in chamber 22, 
which permits pumping air without water into 
casing I0. 

Thereafter one or more rinsing actions can be 
performed by introducing water without deter 
gent and agitating and squeezing the clothes in 
the same manner as for washing. 

Figs. 11 and 12 show a modification of a pump, 
which may be connected to the system shown 
in Fig. l at I1 and 25. The inlet 89 may be 
connected to the pipe I1, and the outlet 8| may 
be connected to the discharge pipe 29. The cas 
ing 82 is provided with a cover 83 which is bolt 
ed thereto. A shaft 84 carries a hub 85 on which 
is mounted a rubber-like rotor 86 having radial 
fingers 81. The rotor 88 is placed inside of a 
partly cylindrical inner casing 88, which has an 
eccentric portion 89. A copper lining 90 is pro 
vided inside of the casing 88. An outlet opening 
9| is placed between the inner portion of the 
casing 88 and the inner portion of the casing 82. 
The casing 88 is substantially surrounded with 
liquid which is trapped in the casing 82, when 
liquid with or without air is being pumped from 
the inlet 88 to the outlet 8|. A baffle 92 is built 
in the casing 82 for the purpose of trapping liq 
uid, when the mixture of liquid and air are be 
ing pumped. 
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In the operation of this modification, when 
liquid alone, or liquid in air, are being pumped 
from 89 to 8i, by rotation of the rotor in a clock 
wise direction, liquid is trapped in casing 82, and 
surrounds the inner casing 88. Any heat which 
is generated in the rotor 86, is dissipated to the 
liquid in the casing 62, thus preventing any high 
temperature within the rotor. 
While the form ci embodiment of the inven 

tion as herein disclosed, constitutes a preferred 
:"orin, it is to be understood that other forms 
might be adopted, as may come within the scope 
ci’ the claims which follow. 
What is claimed is as follows: 
1. A pump including a rotary impeller, said 

impeller being provided with a plurality of sub 
stantially uniformly spaced blades, a casing sur 
rounding the impeller ntting against the ends of 
the blades and extendinginto contact with the 
tips of the blades and forming an impeller cham 
ber, said casing having an inlet and an outlet 
communicating with the impeller chamber, said 
impeller being provided with axially parallel 
rounded radially projecting beads between every 
two adjacent blades extending a lesser distance 
from the axis of rotation than the blades, a por 
tion of the casing between the inlet andthe out 
let being suiiiciently near the axis of the impel 
ler to fold the blades into substantially continu 
ous engagement with the adjacent portion of 
said beads from the inlet to the outlet so that 
the beads act like a bending fixture to force uni 
form bending er the blades as the impeller ro 
tates, said blades being formed principally of a 
flexible rubberdixe material. 

2. A. pump including a rotary impeller, said 
impeller being provided with a plurality of sub 
stantially uniformly spaced blades, a casing sur 
rounding the impeller iitting against the ends of 
the blades and extending into contact with the 
'tips of the blades and forming an impeller charn 
ber, said casing having an inlet and an outlet 
communicating with the impeller chamber, said 
impeller being provided with axially parallel 
rounded radially projecting beads between every , 
two adjacent blades extending a lesser distance 
from the axis of rotation than the blades, a por 
tion of the casing between the inlet and the out 
let being suinciently near the axis of the impeller 
to fold the blades into substantially continuous 
engagement with the adjacent portion of said 
beads from the inlet to the outlet so that the 
beads act like a bending fixture to force uniform 
bending ci the blades as the impeller rotates, 
said blades and said beads being formed prin- , 
cipally of a iiexible rubber-like material. 

3. A pump including a rotary impeller, said 
impeller being provided with a plurality of sub 
stantially uniformly spaced radially extending 
blades, a casing surrounding the impeller ñt 
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ting against the ends of the blades and extend- _ 
ing into contact with the tips of the blades and 
forming an impeller chamber, said casing hav 
ing an inlet and an outlet communicating with 
the impeller chamber, said impeller being pro 
vided with axially parallel half round radially 
projecting beads extending substantially the en 
tire distance between every two adjacent blades 
in the axial direction and extending a lesser dis 
tance from the axis of rotation than the blades, 
a portion of the casing between the inlet and the 
loutlet being suñiciently near the axis of the im 
peller to fold the blades into substantially con 
tinuous engagement with the adjacent portion 
of said beads from the inlet to the outlet so that 
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the beads act like a bending ñxture to force uni 
form bending of the blades as the impeller ro 
tates, said blades being formed principally of a 
iiexible rubber-like material. , 

4. A pump including a rotary impeller, said 
impeller being provided with a plurality of sub 
stantially uniformly spaced radially extending 
blades, a casing surrounding the impeller iitting 
against the ends of the blades and extending in 
to contact with the tips of the blades and form 
ing an impeller chamber, said casing having an 
inlet and an outlet communicating with the im~ 
peller chamber, said impeller being provided 
with axially parallel half round radially project 
ing beads extending substantially the entire dis 
tance between every two adjacent blades in the 
axial direction and extending a lesser distance 
from the axis of rotation than the blades, a porn 
tion of the casing between the inlet and the out 
let being sufficiently near the axis of the impel 
ler to fold the blades into substantially continu 
ous engagement with the adjacent portion of 
said beads from the inlet to the outlet so that 
the beads act like a bending ñxture to force uni 
form bending of the blades as the impeller ro 
tates, said blades and said beads being formed 
principally oi a flexible rubber-like material. 

5. A reversible pump for both liquids and gases 
including a casing, a reversible rotary impel 
1er having means in sealing Contact with the in 
ner walls of the casing, said casing having at 
least two openings above the impeller inter 
changeable for intake and discharge upon re 
versal of the impeller, a iirst reservoir extending 
above and communicating with one of said open 
ings, a second reservoir extending above and 
communicating with the second of said open 
ings, said ñrst reservoir having a capacity ex 
ceeding the net fluid space within the casing, 
said second reservoir having a capacity substan 
tially exceeding the capacity of the ñrst reser 
voir, said reservoirs each having an opening ad~ 
jacent their top interchangeable for intake and 
discharge upon reversal of the impeller. 

CAREL F. ABRESCH. 
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